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35 U.S.C. § 102 (Pre-AIA) Conditions For Patentability; Novelty And Loss Of Right 
To Patent.

“Printed Publications” as Prior Art

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —
(a) the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented or described in a 
printed publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof by the applicant 
for patent, or
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country 
or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of the 
application for patent in the United States. 

35 U.S.C. § 102 Conditions For Patentability; Novelty.

a) Novelty; Prior Art.—A person shall be entitled to a patent unless—
(1) the claimed invention was patented, described in a printed publication, or in public use, 
on sale, or otherwise available to the public before the effective filing date of the claimed 
invention; or . . .

6 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• IPRs can only be instituted based on patents and printed publications.  

(b)SCOPE.—A petitioner in an inter partes review may request to cancel as 
unpatentable 1 or more claims of a patent only on a ground that could be raised 
under section 102 or 103 and only on the basis of prior art consisting of patents 
or printed publications.

35 U.S.C. § 311(b)

“Printed Publications” in IPRs

7

- What is a printed publication?
- What is not a printed publication?

- How does a Petitioner demonstrate a reference qualifies as a printed publication?
- How does a Patent Owner dispute whether a reference is a printed publication?

© 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Reference:  Australian patent stored on microfilm in APO
• “Printed publication” a “unitary concept” that should be 

analyzed in terms of public accessibility of reference
• PTO met its burden of showing that reference was 

sufficiently available to “pertinent part of the public”

Early Decisions: In re Wyer
655 F.2d 221 (C.C.P.A. 1981)

9 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP© 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Reference:  Graduate thesis stored in stacks in German university 
library

• “Because there are many ways in which a reference may 
be disseminated to the interested public, “public accessibility” has been 
called the touchstone in determining whether a reference constitutes a 
“printed publication” bar under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b).”

• “The §102 publication bar is a legal determination based on underlying 
fact issues, and therefore must be approached on a case-by-case 
basis.”

• Testimonial evidence from librarian regarding date the reference was 
received and general practice of indexing theses sufficient to establish 
thesis as “printed publication” even where the evidence was an 
approximation

• The Federal Circuit refused the argument that a single reference in a 
German library was not sufficiently accessible 

Early Decisions: In re Hall
781 F.2d 897 (Fed. Cir. 1986)

10 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP



FEDERAL CIRCUIT 
CASE LAW ON “PUBLIC 
AVAILABILITY”
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“The determination of whether a reference is a ‘printed 
publication’ under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) involves a case-by-
case inquiry into the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the reference's disclosure to members of the 
public. In re Cronyn, 890 F.2d at 1161; In re Hall, 781 
F.2d at 899.

In re Klopfenstein
380 F.3d 1345, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2004)

12 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Reference:  Report co-authored by graduate student in  
computer science department at UMBC

• Evidence of public accessibility:
- Author’s personal webpage contained hyperlink to report
- Patentee argued that other papers by same author admittedly 

published as of relevant time would have led persons interested 
in the art to seek out report

• Held:
- No evidence a person interested in the art would have been 

aware of web address for author’s personal page
- No evidence webpage “indexed” such that it could be located 

via search engine
- Other papers contained no citation to report

Blue Calypso, LLC v. Groupon, Inc. 
815 F.3d 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2016)

13 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Federal Circuit affirmed PTAB’s finding of public 
availability of FDA advisory committee meeting 
materials
- Materials were available on a website
- Federal register provided a link to the materials
- Materials were available on the internet two months 

before the critical date
- No reasonable expectation of privacy 

Jazz Pharms. v. Amneal Pharms.
895 F.3d 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2018)

14 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Federal Circuit affirmed PTAB’s finding of public availability 
under the substantial evidence standard

• Decision largely hinged on the testimony of two declarants
• Court had previously affirmed ITC’s denial of public 

availability under the clear and convincing evidence 
standard, and without the benefit of the two declarants 
provided in the PTAB

Nobel Biocare Services v. Instradent USA 
903 F.3d 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2018)
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• Federal Circuit affirmed PTAB finding reference not
publicly available 

• Reference at issue was Working Draft 4 of the H.265 
Standard by the Joint Collaborate Team on Video 
Coding

• While reference was available on the internet, the 
PTAB concluded, and Federal Circuit agreed there 
was not sufficient evidence that skilled artisans would 
have known about or found the website

Samsung Electronics Co. v. Infobridge Pte. Ltd.
929 F.3d 1363 (Fed. Cir. 2019)

16 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Federal Circuit reversed the PTAB and found the 
reference publicly available 

• Reference at issue was an online business 
promotion article

• The Federal Circuit concluded that a declaration 
during prosecution, testimony during district 
court litigation, combined with evidence from the 
Wayback Machine and its appearance on an 
IDS was sufficient for a finding of public 
availability

• The Federal Circuit noted that “where a 
publication’s purpose is ‘dialogue with the 
intended audience’ that purpose indicates public 
accessibility” 

Valve Corp. v. Ironburg Inventions Ltd.
8 F. 4th 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2021)

17 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Federal Circuit affirmed the PTAB and found that 
the reference publicly available 

• Reference at issue was a user guide available 
with a product that was available for purchase

• The  Federal Circuit agreed with the PTAB and 
found it relevant that 586 customers had 
purchased a CD-ROM with the user guide, there 
were no confidentiality restrictions, and the cost 
($1,385 to £ 25,000) was not prohibitive

Centripetal Networks, Inc. v. Cisco, Inc.
847 Fed. App’x 869 (Fed. Cir. 2021)

18 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Federal Circuit reversed the PTAB’s decision 
that applicant admitted prior art (AAPA) was 
prior art in an IPR

• Despite reversal, Federal Circuit did not 
categorically exclude the use of AAPA from 
IPRs but noted it could be used to provide a 
factual foundation regarding a POSAs
knowledge

• However, Federal Circuit did find that AAPA
cannot be used as “the basis for” a validity 
challenge 

Qualcomm Inc. v. Apple Inc.
24 F.4th 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2022).

19 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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Precedential
• Hulu, LLC v. Sound View Innovations, LLC, IPR2018-01039 (PTAB Dec. 20, 2019) 

(Designated: Dec. 20, 2019) (Paper 29) [AIA § 311(b), for purposes of institution, a 
petitioner must show a reasonable likelihood that an asserted reference qualifies as a 
printed publication] (Precedential Opinion Panel decision)

Informative Decisions
• Argentum Pharms. LLC v. Research Corp. Technologies, Inc. (§ II.B), IPR2016-

00204, Paper 19 (May 23, 2016) [AIA § 311(b) – discussing evidence related to 
determining whether an asserted reference qualifies as a printed publication]

• Seabery North America Inc. v. Lincoln Global, Inc. (§ II.A.i), IPR2016-00840, Paper 
11 (Oct. 6, 2016) [AIA § 311(b) – determining, for purposes of institution, Petitioner 
made a sufficient showing that a reference qualifies as a printed publication]

• Sandoz Inc. v. AbbVie Biotechnology Ltd. (§ III.C.1), IPR2018-00156, Paper 11 
(June 5, 2018) [AIA § 311(b) – determining, for purposes of institution, Petitioner made 
a sufficient showing that a reference qualifies as a printed publication]

• In-Depth Geophysical, Inc. v. ConocoPhillips Co. (§ I.E), IPR2019-00849, Paper 14 
(Sept. 6, 2019) [AIA § 311(b) – determining, for purposes of institution, Petitioner failed 
to make a sufficient showing that a reference qualifies as a printed publication]

PTAB’s Precedential and Informative Decisions

21 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Petitioner relied on copyright notice in textbook, 
along with a librarian declaration to support 
public availability before critical date

• Patent Owner argued, without evidence, in 
POPR that Petitioner did not make threshold 
showing of public availability

• PTAB denies institution, finding the record 
supports only a 1990 copyright date and identity 
of copyright owner

Hulu v. Soundview Innovations
IPR2018-01039 (Paper 12) (denying institution)

22 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Hulu requested rehearing of the denial of institution to 
address “whether a well-known publisher’s copyright notice is 
sufficient evidenced of the date of a publication’s public 
availability for purposes of institution of inter partes review, 
whether the patent owner does not submit any evidence to 
the contrary.”

• The POP review addressed “What is required for a petitioner 
to establish that an asserted reference qualifies as “printed 
publication” at the institution stage?”

Hulu v. Soundview Innovations
IPR2018-01039 (Paper 15) (granting POP request)

23 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• PTAB holds: 

“at the institution stage, the petition must identify, with particularity, evidence sufficient to establish a reasonable 
likelihood that the reference was publicly accessible before the critical date of the challenged patent and therefore 
that there is a reasonable likelihood that it qualifies as a printed publication” (Paper 29, at 13)

• Key takeaways from Hulu:
- No presumption of public availability 
- Reliable indicia on face of document is important
- Requires more than notice pleading; but less than the preponderance required in the FWD  (Paper 29, at 13)

- Limited opportunities to address post-petition
• Must submit some evidence in Petition
• Reply to patent owner preliminary response
• Reply to patent owner response
• Motion to file supplemental information (37 C.F.R. § 42.123)
• Cannot change theories after filing petition

Hulu v. Soundview Innovations
IPR2018-01039 (Paper 29), 2019 WL 7000067

24 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Brief Summary of Reasons: 
- Joint Statement in D.Ct. 

litigation that for litigation 
purposes LaGall as prior art 
was insufficient

- University of Houston’s 
refusal to provide information 
in response to Petitioner’s 
request also insufficient

- Evidence related other theses 
housed at the University of 
Houston similarly insufficient 

• Decision Granting Institution as to 
certain grounds on May 23, 2016

• Designated Informative related to 
printed publications as of April 7, 
2020

• Alleged Prior Art:  LaGall Thesis

• Meet Requirements? PTAB
found “no”

Argentum Pharms. LLC v. Research Corp. Tech., Inc.
IPR2016-00204, Paper 19

25 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Brief Summary of Reasons: 
- Declaration from thesis advisor 

testified that university rules required 
thesis to be deposited in library

- Thesis advisor confirmed it was 
deposited, indexed and available to 
public as of Mar. 3, 2006

- Thesis cited in other refences, thesis 
bears copyright date 

• Decision Granting Institution as to 
certain grounds on October 6, 2016

• Designated Informative related to 
printed publications as of April 7, 
2020

• Alleged Prior Art:  Dorin Aiteanu, 
“Virtual and Augmented Reality 
Supervisor for a New Welding 
Helmet,” Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of Bremen, Germany 
(March 2006)

• Meet Requirements? PTAB found 
“no”

26

Seabery North America Inc. v. Lincoln Global, Inc.
IPR2014-00840 (Paper No. 11) (granting institution)

© 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Brief Summary of Reasons: 
- Wayback Machine screenshot and 

declaration of FDA website showing 
label was available  

- Expert testimony on availability of 
drug labels

- While no evidence of how FDA 
website was indexed, expert 
testimony established POSAs knew 
how to find drug labels, including on 
FDA website

• Decision Granting Institution as to 
certain grounds on June 5, 2018

• Designated Informative related to 
printed publications as of April 7, 
2020

• Alleged Prior Art:  2003 Humira 
Package Insert

• Meet Requirements? PTAB found 
“yes”

27

Sandoz Inc. v. AbbVie Biotechnology Ltd.
IPR2018-00156 (Paper No. 11) (denying institution)

© 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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• Brief Summary of Reasons: 
- Li was published by 

September 2012 according 
to:
• Researchgate
• an office action in a related 

foreign proceeding 
• the Patent Owner in 

response to the foreign 
office action

- This circumstantial 
evidence did not address 
the relevant issues of when 
the paper was available to 
the public and failed to 
provide particularized 
evidence

• Decision Denying Institution on 
Sept. 6, 2019

• Designated Informative related 
to printed publications as of 
April 7, 2020

• Alleged Prior Art:  Li, 
Conference Paper

• Meet Requirements? PTAB
found “no”

In-Depth Geophysical, Inc. v. ConocoPhillips Co.
IPR2019-00849 (Paper No. 14) 

28 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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United Patents v. American GNC
IPR2019-00505 (Paper 41) (denying rehearing)

• Prior Art:  Johnson Space Center Research & Technology Annual Report 
1998–1999, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Technical Memorandum TM-2000-209904

• Support:  Librarian declaration of public availability NLT December 31, 
1999, by citation to library records (critical date Aug. 2000); argument 
that document was created for public distribution and intended to 
“showcase” work of the JSC; document is dated for FY1998-1999
- Patent Owner presented evidence of a later publication date in the POPR

• Holding:  The declaration was not persuasive and did not relate to the 
specific exhibit; showcasing the work of JSC does not establish date 
available; Petition did not argue that date in titled supported public 
availability (waiver)

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions

30 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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Cooler Master v. Aavid Thermalloy
IPR2019-00334 (Paper 55) (FWD)

• Prior Art:  Nakamura, a “Japanese Unexamined Utility Model Application Publication in the Year 1975” 
that was filed on September 18, 1973, and published in 1975 (critical date 1999)

• Support:  English translation that adds a parenthetical “(1975) after the number “S50-55262”; 
declaration from JP patent attorney submitted in reply 

• Holding:  Nakamura is prior art; reply declaration explained how it could be accessed by interested 
members of public

• Takeaway:  The Board noted that Hulu made clear that “limited opportunities” are available for 
petitioner to present new evidence after the filing of the petition to support a showing that a reference is 
a printed publication, including “in a reply to the patent owner response” and “in a motion to file 
supplemental information.”  New evidence submitted in a reply must be responsive to arguments raised 
in the POR. 

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions

31 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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SZ DJI Tech. v. Autel Robotics
IPR2019-00343 (Paper 40) (FWD)

• Prior Art:  Microdrones User Manual for md4-200 (Version 2.2) (May 
2009) (critical date May 2013)

• Support:  Declaration from witness who ordered the product in 2009 (not 
deposed and uncontroverted); declaration from ITC case not considered 
because not sufficient discussed in reply; “indicia of public facing 
document”; internal references that date the document (“at present, 
2007”); website images from 2009

• Holding:  Microdrones User Manual was prior art
• Takeaway:  Multiple different types of evidence, none of which alone 

may have been dispositive, demonstrate public availability

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions

32 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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Intel v. VLSI Technology
IPR2019-01199 (Paper 19) (granting institution)

• Prior Art:  A master’s degree thesis submitted to the Graduate School of 
The Ohio State University (“Reddy”)

• Support:  Machine-Readable Cataloging (“MARC”) bibliographic record for 
Reddy from the Ohio State University Library; a MARC bibliographic 
record for Reddy from OCLC showing the record was created in 2002; a 
2004 dissertation that cites to Reddy and a MARC record for that 
dissertation

• Holding:  Reasonable likelihood that Reddy qualifies as prior art

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions

33 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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AMD v. Aquila Innovations
IPR2019-01526 (Paper 13) (granting institution)

• Prior Art:  Windows ACPI White Paper
• Support:  Document indicia, such as a copyright notice (i.e., 1998) 

and revision date; an Internet Archive declaration; a technical 
expert declaration showing public accessibility; other publicly 
available information related to the exhibit including webpages 
identifying the white paper

• Takeaway:  The “totality of the evidence” renders the white paper 
reasonably likely to be a printed publication at the institution phase

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions

34 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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Polycom v. Direct Packet Research
IPR2019-01234 (Paper 19) (granting institution)

• Prior Art:  Hosner, a white paper published on the SANS Institute’s 
publicly-accessible reading room

• Support:  Hosner is dated August 8, 2004, and has a 2004 copyright date; 
Internet Archive printouts from Sept. 2004; declaration from SANS 
Institute as to public accessibility and searchability of Hosner

• Holding:  Detailed declaration from a person with knowledge addressing 
relevant factual issues (date available, searchable, public access)

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions
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Grunenthal v. Antecip Bioventures
PGR2019-00003 (Paper 22) (FWD)

• Prior Art:  Varenna 2012, Muratore, Gatti 2009, Dowd, Rossini, deCastro, and Zaspel 
• Support:  Varenna was published in a regularly distributed journal with several hallmarks suggesting it 

was published in 2012, including: 
- the name of the journal (“Rheumatology”); 
- citation information reflecting the date, the volume, and the page numbers of the journal (“2013; 52:534–542”); 
- the dates the article was available to the public (“Advance Access publication 30 November 2012”); a link to the 

website of the journal (“www.rheumatology.oxfordjournals.org”); 
- the publisher of the journal (“© The Author 2012. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the British 

Society for Rheumatology”); and 
- where readers interested in learning more about the topic of Varenna 2012 could make inquiries 

(“Correspondence to: Silvano Adami, Rheumatology Unit, Policlinico GB Rossi, Piazzale Scuro, 37121 Verona, 
Italy”)

• Takeaway:  “Traditional hallmarks” may very well be sufficient for established journals

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions
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Zap Surgical v. Elekta
IPR2019-01659 (Paper 7) (granting institution)

• Prior Art:  Ruchala, “Megavoltage CT image reconstruction during 
tomotherapy treatments,” appears on its face to have been published in 
the journal, “Phys. Med. Biol.,” in 2000

• Holding:  “Although Petitioner does not explicitly address publication date, 
the document itself indicates that it was published in a professional 
journal and was copyrighted in 2000. A copyright date in and of itself does 
not necessarily fix the exact date of public accessibility. …  However, the 
article also includes a header with a conventional journal reference: 

Phys. Med. Biol. 45 (2000) 3545- 3562. Printed in the UK.
Ex. 1010, 1. The occurrence of “2000” in the header of the article strongly 
evidences publication as of that year or at least reasonably soon 
thereafter.”

• Takeaway:  “Traditional hallmarks” may very well be sufficient for 
established journals

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions
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Guardian Alliance Techs. v. Tyler Miller
IPR2020-00031 (Paper 23) (denying institution)

• Prior Art:  “According to Petitioner, Background Solutions is a video demonstration of a Background 
Assistant background investigation system that was displayed at trade seminars as early as mid-2009 
and publicly accessible on the Internet at Background Solutions, LLC’s website no later than November 
23, 2009.”

• Support:  Petitioner argued that the founder and co-owner of Background Solutions presented the 2009 
Video at national background investigation seminars; the 2009 Video was publicly accessible on 
Background Solutions’ website; at the national background investigation seminars, pamphlets with the 
URL to that website were distributed, supported by a declaration from the founder and owner

• Holding:  The video was not prior art because the declaration did not identify “with particularity” 
evidence that shows a reasonable likelihood that the 2009 Video is a printed publication (e.g., at what 
seminars the video was presented, who had seen the video, how many times the video was presented, 
etc.); no evidence the website was a well-know forum for those interested in this field or that an anyone 
interested would find this site

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions
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Weber, Inc. v. Provisur Technologies, Inc.
(IPR2020-01556) (Paper No. 67) (FWD)

• Prior Art:  Petitioner’s own operating manuals for food slicers
• Support:  Testimony that food slicer was sold to the public and that a manual was shipped with each 

food slider, that the food slicers were advertised, and manuals were available to the public upon 
request

• Holding:  While sufficient for institution, in the final written decision, PTAB found that Petitioner did not 
demonstrate user manuals were printed publications were distributed only to a handful of customers 
and subject to confidentiality restrictions

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions
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Salesforce.com, Inc. v. WSOU Investments, LLC 
d/b/a Brazos Licensing and Development

IPR2022-00357 (Paper 12) (denying institution)
• Prior Art:  An article by Fox on personal digital assistants
• Support:  Librarian declaration who found article on present-day university websites and MARC records
• Holding:  Fox not prior art at institution phase because websites were not shown to exists as of priority 

date and MARC record indexing by volume and page number is not meaningfully indexed

© 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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Liquidia Techs., Inc. v. United Therapeutics Corp.
IPR2021-00406 (Paper No. 78) (FWD)

• Prior Art:  Voswinckel JESC and Voswinckel JAHA abstracts
• Support:   Voswinckel JESC was presented publicly; Voswinckel JESC and Voswinckel JAHA were 

referenced in a publicly accessible documents that provided roadmaps to the cited art
• Holding: The articles cited the prior art are research aid[s]” that “establish [the] public accessibility” of 

Voswinckel JESC and Voswinckel JAHA. Blue Calypso, 815 F.3d at 1350
This case is subject to a POP request (Ex. 3003)

Exemplary Post-Hulu Decisions
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• Cite as much circumstantial evidence as possible
• Testimony from technical expert 
• Identify what you intend to submit after lockdown
• Document difficulties in securing evidence
• Promptly seek to supplement the record

Bolster Your Case

43 © 2022 Perkins Coie LLP
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